TO BE READ BEFORE BOOKING
We gently invite you to request us a
proposal tailored and personalized for your stay.
In this way, we may assure You our best offer.
The prices of our offers include: service, VAT, WI-FI Connection, Fitness Centre,
Reception Availability 24 HR/DAY, periodical evening Happenings, Unguarded
External Car Parking (Upon Places Availability).
Extra services: Internal Garage parking at a daily price of 10 € per car; Laundry;
Minibar, Tesla and Electric Vehicles Recharge.
City tax:
The City Taxi is not foreseen in our Territory.
Room Overnight Stay, breakfast included, from 80 to 250 €.
Please note that possible unconsumed breakfasts will not be deducted by the final bill.
How to Reserve:
For booking it is necessary to send an e-mail message, a fax communication or
contacting our web site, mentioning the arrival and departure dates, the personal
details, (mobile) phone number included.
In case You decide to reserve through our web site, we kindly invite You to follow the
procedures indicated in the same site.
In case You decide to directly contact us, we politely invite You to follow the
procedures indicated by our Personnel.
Warning.
All the Reservations are undergo to the payment confirmation check in via Credit
Card and to the release of a pre-authorization, always during the check in
operations.
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Otherwise, You may confirm Your Reservation transmitting a confirmatory deposit
through wire transfer by means of bank settlement to the below mentioned IBAN
number
Beneficiary: BOIARDO 1495 Srl, Sole Share-holder
BANCO POPOLARE DI MILANO
Scandiano Agency (RE)
IBAN NO.: IT69K0503466510000000009063
Cancellation Policy:
Possible Cancellations and/or modifications may be realized without any penalties
not later than 2 PM of the day prior to the arrival date. In case this cancellation
should not arrive in sufficient time, or in case of No-Show, The hotel will be
authorized to charge for every reserved room the cost of a night.
In case of reservation cancellation the deposit twill not be reimbursed; it might be
recovered, anyhow, for a further stay during the same year prior availability.
Late Check-in:
The opportunity to have a late check-out until 4PM, with an extra charge of 50% of
the rate, based on availability.
Pets:
The Supplement corresponds to 15 € per day for each small pet, and it is exploited
for the daily cleaning to guarantee You and subsequent guests a pleasant stay.
In case, after the departure, the room should result impracticable because of bad
smell imputable to the pet, 150 € will be charged to the relative Guest as cleaning
burden for the relevant ozone treatment.
At the same time, any possible damage caused by the pet will have to be reimbursed.
It is forbidden to leave the pet alone inside the room: in this sense, we may provide
You with a pet-sitter service contact.
The pets, finally, are not allowed to enter the breakfast area and the fitness center.
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